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Every cyclic automaton is isomorphic to a semi-group quotient automaton, 
while for a homogeneous automaton the semi-group may be replaced by a group. 
The connection between this isomorphism and the inertial relation on the 
state-space is explored, leading to more general statements. For example, a 
pseudo-homogeneous automaton is pseudo-isomorphic to a group-quotient 
automaton. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. An automaton is defined by Ginzburg (1968) to be a quintuple (X, Y, 
Q, 8, ~) consisting of input set X, output set Y, state set Q, next-state function 
8: X × Q - ,Q,  and next-output function ;~: X × Q ---* Y. If we concentrate on 
changes of state rather than outputs we consider the triple (X, Q, 8), called 
by Ginzburg a semi-automaton. We shall consider only such structures and 
shall therefore, for convenience, use the term automaton to mean a pair (X, Q) 
in which X acts on Q by right translation; thus 8(x, q) is written q • x. 
1.2. Every cyclic automaton (Arbib (1967a)) (i.e., one in which there exists 
a state from which all other states are reachable under strings of inputs) is 
isomorphic in the classical sense (Ginzburg (1968)) to an automaton whose 
state-space is a quotient of its semi-group S. 
The automaton A = (X, Q) is homogeneous if its inputs are permutations 
and for every pair of states q, q' there is an element g of the group G generated 
by X such that g(q) = q'. Such an automaton is isomorphic to a group-quotient 
automaton. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to proving these assertions. 
1.3. In section 4 we point out that in every automaton a relation v is defined 
naturally on Q by the input action, two states being related if the second is 
attainable from the first by the action of one elementary input. This relation is 
called inertial by analogy with Arbib's (1967b) suggestion of placing an inertial 
tolerance on Q. However, v is not in general symmetric and need not be reflexive 
unless the empty string is regarded as an element of X. 
1.4. The introduction of v into Q enables us to define a relation v~, the 
coarse function space relation on QO (Warner (1981a)) and hence on the semi- 
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group S (or group, for A homogeneous) of section 1.2. We note that v c is coarse~ 
than the inertial relation on the semi-group automaton (X, S) with action 
s.x = sx. In either case the relation is preserved by left translations. A v-semi- 
group (S, v) is defined such that v is preserved by left and right translations, 
as is a v-group (Warner (1981a)). 
1.5. Homomorphisms preserve inertia. If the inputs of X are themselves 
also inertia-preserving, the assertions of Section 1.2 are sharpened to give 
inertia-preserving isomorphisms between A and (X, S/o,,), (X, G/H), respectiv- 
ely, where S is a v-semi-group, and G a v-group. 
The group-quotient theorem is closely related to a general theorem on sets 
with relations (Warner (1981a)). We point out that the condition "very homog- 
eneous" required in the general theorem is in fact built in to the automaton 
by taking v to be inertial. 
Whenever there is no possibility of confusion all relations will be denoted 
by v. 
1.6. it is suggested by Muir and Warner (1981), Warner (1981b) that there 
are advantages in using more general morphisms between automata, namely, 
pseudomorphisms. For automata A = (X,Q), A '= (X',Q'), if fl: 9~9 ' ,  
ccx  × Q-+ x '  are such that 
q) =5(q-x), (1) 
then the pair (~, fl) is a representative of an equivalence class [(~, fi)], where 
the equivalence (~, fl) ~-~ (cd, fl) is defined by requiring a and ~' to satisfy Eq. (1) 
with respect o ft. 
Pseudomorphism is thus a generalisation f homomorphism which continues 
to preserve inertial relations, thus inducing a simplicial map between the 
simplexes associated with these relations by Dowker in his "Homology of 
Relations" (Dowker (1952)). 
Automata with state-sets which can be identified with respect to their inertial 
relations are pseudo-isomorphic. The only information lost is precisely which 
input connects any couple of related states. In other words there is no functional 
relation between the input sets. The correspondence b tween them depends 
on the state reached. 
We therefore conclude (section 5) by observing that every automaton which 
is pseudo-isomorphic to a homogeneous automaton is also pseudo-isomorphic 
to a group quotient automaton. An example of such an automaton is given 
which is not homogeneous. 
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2. SEMI-GROUP QUOTIENTS 
2.1. Given an automaton A ~- (X,  Q), let X* be the set of finite strings of 
elements of X. Then X* is a semi-group under concatenation. The empty 
string is the identity. We are interested only in the action of X* on Q, so regard 
as equivalent two elements of X* if they are identical as functions from Q to 
itself. The set of equivalence classes forms under composition of functions a 
semi-group S, the semi-group of A. Concatenation of strings of X* is com- 
patible with the above equivalence relation and yields the same binary operation 
as function composition. 
2.2. A homomorphism from A = (X, Q) to A' = (X', Q') is a pair (fi, ~), 
fi: Q --~ Q', ?: x ~ x '  such that fi(q) . ~,(x) =/3(q .  x) for all x ~ X, q s Q. 
An isomorphism is a homomorphism in which/3, 7 are bijective and fi-l(q,) . 
= 3-1(q ,  . x ' ) .  
2.3. Let qo ~Q, and let Qo be the set of states reachable from qo, Qo = 
{q~Q;  3s~S,  q =%-s} .  Then A o = {X, Q0} is a sub-automaton of A, i.e., 
q~Qo~q.xEQo,  x~X.  
2.4. Consider the automaton A'  = (X, S) with action s.x = sx. Here S 
is the semigroup of d = (X, Q). Define an equivalence relation ~-~ on S by 
s ~-~s' iff qo.s • qo.s', and let A"=- (X ,  S/~-,) with well-defined action 
[s].x = Is.x], where [ ] denotes equivalence class under ~-~. (Is] = Is'] ~ qo.s = 
qo.s' => (qo.s).x = (qo.s').x ~ Is.x] = [s'.x].) 
Define 5: S--~ Qo by 4(s) = qo.s. Then ~ is compatible with -.~, yieIding 
s/  Qo, = qo .s .  
THEOREM. The pair (~, 1) is an isomorphism to A o = (X, Qo) f rom 
n" = (X, Sl ). 
Proof. q~ is onto by teachability, and is (1-1) by definition. 
Further, ~[s].x ~- (qo.s).x = qo.(S.X) = q~([s].x). 
Finally, for every q ~ Q0 there exists s ~ S such that q = qo.s. Then ~-l(q).x = 
~-l(qo.s).x = [s].x = [s.x] = ~-'((qo.S).X) = 6-1(q.x). 
COROLLARY 1. For an automaton A = (X, Q) if  there exists qo ~ Q such that 
all states of Q are reachable f rom qo , then A is isomorphic to a semi-group quotient 
automaton (X, S/u) .  
Proof. Here Q = Qo, so A can be identified with d o . d is said to be cyclic 
with generator q0" 
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3. GROUP QUOTIENTS 
3.1. A permutation automaton A = (X, Q) has only permutation inputs. 
Let G be the group generated by X. Then G may be thought of as consisting 
of equivalence classes of strings of elementary inputs (elements of X) and their 
inverses. It is not enough to take the strings alone since it may not be possible 
to produce the inverse of a given element of X by so doing. The action of G 
on Q is written functionally q 1--+ g(q) since g does not necessarily have the 
action of an input string. The binary operation on G is then given by composition 
of functions, (ga, g2) [---~g2gl" 
3.2. An automaton A = (X, Q) is homogeneous if it is a permutation automat- 
on such that for q, q' ~ Q, there exists g E G such that g(q) -- q'. 
Given such an automaton define an equivalence relation on G as for S in 
section 2, namely, g ~ g' iff g(qo) = g'(qo) for some chosen q0 ~ Q. Denote by 
[g] the equivalence class of g under ~-~. Then G/~ is in fact the set of right 
cosets of G by the (not necessarily normal) subgroup H of elements of G which 
leave qo fixed. 
Define the automaton A" = (X, G/H) to have action [g].x = [xg]. Such an 
automaton is called a group quotient automaton. Again q~: G/H--~ Q is well 
defined by q~[g] = g(qo). 
THEOREM. A homogeneous automaton is isomorphic to a group quotient 
automaton. 
Proof. The homogeneous automaton A is isomorphic under (q~, 1) to A". 
is bijective as in section 2.4, and ~[g].x = g(qo).X = x(g(qo))= ~[gx] = 
q~([g].x). And by homogeneity, every element q of Q may be written g(qo). Then 
~-l(q).x = ~-~(g(qo)).x = [gJ.x = [xg] -- ~-l(x(g(qo))) = ~-l(x(q)) = ~-l(q.x). 
3.3. I f  the input set of a homogeneous automaton is closed with respect o 
inversion, Theorem 3.2 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.4. 
4. RELATIONS AND AUTOMATA 
4.1. For every automaton A = (X, Q) the inertial relation v on Q is defined 
by qvq' iff there exists x ~ X such that q' = q • x (Warner (1981a)). The coarse 
function space relation v, (Warner (1981a)) on QO is defined by f vcf' iff f(q)vf'(q.) 
for all q ~ Q. 
For the automaton A'  = (X, S) of section 2.4 the inertial relation vz on 
S is given by s vl s' iff s' = s.x for some x ~ X. 
4.2. Given relations v 1 , v 2 on a set Q, vx is said to be coarser than v~ (v2 
finer than vl) , iff q v~ q' ~ q v 1 q' for all q, q' c Q. 
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In Section 4.1 the relation vc on QO induces a relation v~ on S. 
LEMMA. In the semi-group S of the automaton A, v c is coarser than v I . 
Proof. s v 1 s' ~ s' = s.x ~ q.s v q.s' for all q ~ Q ~ s v c s'. The implications 
are not in general reversible since q.s v q.s' for all q ~Q only implies that for 
each q there exists an x such that q.s' = q.s.x, so s' need not equal s.x. 
4.3. Given a set (S, v) with an equivalence relation ~-~ on S, the co-induced 
relation v on S/~ is defined by [s]v [s'] if there exist s 1 ~-~ s, s' 1 ~ s' such that 
s lv  s' 1 (Warner (1981a)). 
LEMMA. In the semi-group S of the automaton A with equivalence relation 
s ~ s' iff qo.S v qo.S' for some given qo E Q, the relation co-induced on S/~.~ by v e 
coincides with the inertial relation v~ in A" = (X, S/,-~). 
Proof. [s]vi[s'] ~ Is'] = [s].x for some x E X ~ [s'] = [s.x] ~ s' ~ s.x. But 
q.s v q.s.x for all q ~ Q, so [s] v,[s']. 
t t t 
Conversely, [s]vc[s' ] ~s lv  cs l ,  where s l~s ,  s l~s '  ~q.s  lvq .s  1 for all 
! t 
q cQ ~ qo.sl v qo.sl ~ qo.sl = qo.s~.x for some x ~ X ~ [s~] = [sl.x ] ~ [s~] = 
[S1].X =:;> [Sl]Vl[S;] =:>" IS] Pl [S']. 
4.4. Clearly the above relation v z in (X, S/~-~) also coincides with the relation 
on S/~-~ coinduced from the inertial relation vz on (X, S). 
4.5. A function f:(Q,v)---~(Q', v') is a morphism if qzvq~-- f (q l )v ' f (q2) ,  
qt ,  qe eQ (Warner  1981a)). 
LEMMA. In a homomorphism (fi, Y ) f rom the automaton A = (X, Q) to 
A '  = (X' ,  Q'), fi is a morphism with respect to the inertial relations on Q and Q'. 
Proof. Let  ql v qz. Then  qz = ql .x for some x 6 X. Hence fi(q2) =- [3(qx.x) = 
fi(ql).V(x), so fl(ql) v' P(q2). 
Defining an isomorphism from (O, v) to (O', v') to be a bijective morphism 
whose inverse is also a morphism, we have 
COROLLARY. If the homomorphism of Lemma 4.5 is an isomorphism, then fi 
is an isomorphism between Q and Q' with their respective inertial relations. 
4.6. A v-semi-group (S, v) is defined to be a semi-group S such that v is 
preserved by both left and right translations; svs' ~ ~s v ~s', s~ v s'~ for all ~ ~ S. 
A v-group (G, v) is a group with the same property (Warner (1981a)). 
L~MMA. In the semi-group S of the automaton A = (X, Q) the coarse relation 
v~ (and hence the inertial relation vt) is preserved by left translations. 
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Proof. sv j=~q.svq .s '  for all q~Q.  In particular (q.~).sv(q.~).s', i.e., 
q.~s v .q~s' for all q, so ~s v ~s' for all ~ ~ S. 
4.7. An input x~X to an automaton A = (X,  Q) is inertia-preserving 
if q v q' :~ q.x v q'.x, i.e., if q' = q.x 1 then q'.x = (q.x).x 2 for some x2. Thus 
we require that for all q ~ Q, xl ~ X there exist x2 ~ X such that q.xlx = q.xx~. 
The condition is clearly satisfied when the elements of X commute. 
LEMMA. I f  all inputs of the automaton A - -  (X,  ~)  are inertia-preserving 
then (S, ve) is a v-semi-group. 
Proof. Always s v~ s' ~ (q.~).s v (q.~).s' for all q ~ O, i.e., ~.s v, ~.s'. And 
svcs' => q.s v q.s' for all q ~ Q ~ for each q ~ Q there exists xl ~ X such that 
q.s' = q.sx 1 ~ for each x ~ X ,  q.s'.x = q.s.xl.x = q.s.xx 2 for some x2 ~ X => 
s.x v c s'.x. Thus, by extension, s.~ v c s'.~ for all ~ ~ S. 
4.8. All the foregoing applies when S is replaced by the group G. Thus 
we have 
THEOREM. An automaton A = (X,  Q) with all states reachable f rom qo, 
and whose inputs are inertia-preserving, is isomorphic (with respect to inertial 
relations) to a v-semi-group quotient automaton. 
I f  the automaton is homogeneous the v-semi-group is replaced by a v-group. 
4.9. Theorem 3.2 is in fact an adaption of a theorem (Warner (1981a)) 
defining an isomorphism of any set (2 with relation v to a group quotient under 
the condition "very homogeneous," namely, that for every ql v q2 there exists 
an isomorphism f such that f (q l )  = q2 and 1 v , f  in the coarse function space 
relation on Qo. For a homogeneous automaton, f must be the action of an 
element x of X. Then by the definition of v, ql v q2 => qz = ql .x, and q v q.x 
for all q, so 1 v x. Thus being very homogeneous i  built in to the automaton 
by the definition of v. 
5. PSEUDOMORPHISMS AND PSEUDO-HoMOGENEITY 
5.1. A pseudomorphism [(c~, 8)] between A = (X, Q) and A'  = (X', Q') is 
an equivalence class of the pair ~: X × Q --~ X'i/3: Q ---, Q' with 
~(q).~(x, q) =/3(q.x) for all x E x ,  q ~ Q. (1) 
Two pairs (~,/3), (c~ 1, /31) are equivalent iff/3 =/31 and c~, c~ 1 satisfy Eq. (1) 
(Warner (1981b)). 
[(c~,/3)] is a pseudo-isomorphism iff/3 is bijective and there exists cd: X '  × Q' --~ X 
such that [(e',/3-x)] is a pseudo-morphism. We represent it by [(c~,/3, cd)]. 
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5.2. LEMMA. I f  [(ee,/~)1 is a pseudo morphism from A = (X, Q) to A' = 
(X', Q'), then fi is a morphism with respect o the inertial relations on Q and Q'. 
Proof. Let ql v q2. Then q~ = qr x for some x e X. So /3(q2) = [J(ql.x) = 
]3(ql).C~(X, ql) and /~(ql) P /~(q2)" 
COROLLARY, In a pseudo-isomorphism [(%/3, c~')] of automata, [3 is an isomorph- 
ism with respect o inertial relations. 
5.3. An automaton is pseudo-permutational if it is pseudo-isomorphic to a 
permutation automaton. Let A = (X, Q) be pseudo-isomorphic by [(a, fi)] to 
the permutation automaton A = (X, Q), where all x e X are permutations. 
Then fi: Q -+ Q is a bijection and if q~ = qr x for some xeX,  ql, qzeQ, 
then c~(x, ql) is a bijective input x with/3(qz) =/3(ql).x. If, in addition, for all 
q, q' e Q there exists g e G (the group generated by the permutation inputs 
of X) such that g(q) = q', then A is pseudo-homogeneous. 
LEMMA. A pseudo-homogeneous automaton is pseudo-isomorphic to a group 
quotien t automaton. 
5.4. Now consider an automaton A =- (X, Q) in which the inputs themselves 
generate pseudomorphisms of A to itself, i.e., fi(q) = q.x, and there exists 
c~: X × Q --+ x such that (q.x).o~(xl, q) = q.xlx. Once again the semi-group 
(S, Pc) of Lemma 4.7 is a v-semi-group. 
5.5. If A = (X ,Q)  is pseudo-homogeneous, we can identify the state- 
spaces Q, Q of section 5.3. Assume further that the permutation inputs of X 
generate pseudomorphisms [(c~, fi)] as in section 5.4. Define f i - l (q)= q.x-1 
even though x -1 is not an element of X. If there exists cJ: X × Q -+ X such 
that (q.x-1).~'(xrq)= q.xtx, then [(~,/3)] generated by the input x is a 
pseudo-isomorphism. 
LEMMA. I f  each permutation input x e X of a pseudo-homogeneous a tomaton 
A = (X, Q) generates a pseudo-isomorphism then the automaton A is pseudo- 
isomorphic to a group quotient automaton whose group G is a v-group with respect 
to the coarse function space relation v induced on G by the inertial relation on Q. 
6. EXAMPLE 
6.1. We give a simple example of a pseudo-homogeneous a tomaton which 
is not homogeneous. 
Let Q = {1, 2, 3}, and let x be the cyclic permutation (~ ~ 2). Then A = 
({x}, Q) is homogeneous since G is the group (x, x ~, 1} of cyclic permutations 
of Q generated by x. Since the fixed point set of any one of the states is the 
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identity, A is isomorphic to the group automaton ({x}, G). The inertial relation 
onA is  l v2v3v l .  
Now let A = (X', Q), where X '  • {a, b} whose actions are given by a = 
(1 12 1~), b = (] ~ ~). Then .d is not homogeneous since a and b are not permuta- 
tions. However, there is a pseudomorphism [(a, fi)] from A to A defined fi = 1, 
~(x, 1) = a, a(x, 2) := b, ~(x, 3) = a. 
In order to obtain a pseudo-isomorphism the input set {x} of A must be 
extended to {x, x 2} giving the homogeneous automaton A'  = ({x, x2}, Q). The 
inertial relation on A '  becomes 1 v2, 1 v 3, 2v 1, 2v3,  3 v 1, 3 v2. 
Then ~, ~' defined as follows gives a pseudo-isomorphism between A and A', 
so that A is pseudo-homogeneous. 
.(x, 1) = a, ~(x 2, 1) = b, 
. (x,  2) = b, ~(x2,2) -----a, 
~(x, 3) = ~, -(*~, 3) = b, 
~'(~, 1) =. ,  .'(b, 1) = ~,  
~'(a, 2) =x  2, a'(b, 2) =x ,  
~'(a, 3) = x, ~'(b, 3) = x 2. 
6.2. Another simple method of constructing non-homogeneous p eudo- 
homogeneous automata would be to add to the input set of a homogeneous 
automaton some non-permutational inputs which add nothing to the original 
inertial relations. We here preferred to exhibit a pseudo-homogeneous a tomaton 
in which none of the inputs are permutational. 
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